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We are easing into ‘a new normal’.

While scientists continue to drive themselves to exertion, in search of a cure, and the
doctors and healthcare workers continue their toil to save lives, the festive season
beckons us. The upcoming Durga Pujo celebrations are centred around a mythological
“homecoming” of the goddess and her departure into heaven after a brief stay of about
ten days. Now, since there is still a pandemic raging on earth this year, and although we
might be willing to make travel exceptions for the goddess, she definitely has an
obligation to wear a mask. When all else fails, and science takes too long to answer,
mortals have a tendency to take refuge in their faith of an almighty. Our cover design is a
portrayal of this abstraction in the form of a humanistic caricature and is an original
artwork by our designer, Shreyash Borkar.

The issue begins with an editorial by one of our youngest editors, Aditya Dwarkesh, about
the anticipation of and speculations around the COVID19 vaccine. This issue is our first
multilingual edition. An author who wishes to remain “Anonymous” has penned down an
extremely relevant piece in Bangla - opining on why the upcoming festivities may cause a
severe blow to the social distancing norms which are preventive measures against the
pandemic. 

The diversity of submissions that we receive are increasing and we are grateful to our
writers for that. This issue consists of a photostory about the biodiversity of the Simlipal
National park, an autobiographical story about field work (also in bangla), a biographical
piece on D. R. Kaprekar - a mathematical genius and an interview of Prof. Somnath
Dasgupta - a senior geologist from IISER Kolkata. 

The issue also includes a pertinent piece aiming to spread awareness about the
menstrual cycle, using scientific understanding as a tool. Alongside the article, we have
published a survey form, which Arpita Pal from IISER Kolkata has designed to collect
information about the prevailing awareness regarding menstruation (periods) in our
society. Please share the survey with friends and family.

Cogito137 just launched it’s YouTube channel with a grand launch event covering various
topics around science and scicomm - the need for scientific temper, scicomm challenges
in India, going global in scicomm, inclusivity challenges in STEM and more. This marks
the beginning of our video segment, as we are now open to video submissions as well.

We have started small, but we have a mighty vision of creating a national presence in
being a multimedia and multilingual scicomm platform that invites content contribution
from all. Our audience reach is increasing by the day. We are thankful to our well-wishers
and content creators, who support us with feedback and submissions. Please subscribe
to our website and youtube channel so that you never miss any of our publications or
video uploads and keep us posted with your suggestions and content on
scicomm@iiserkol.ac.in

Arunita Banerjee
Chief Editor

Editor's Note



Human emotion has a history of notoriety with regards to clouding our judgement and
abilities to make reliable predictions. This clouding is inevitable when concerning

something as significant as a vaccination for a pandemic. Our task in this article is a
twofold one: To identify precisely which of these elements are undesirables, and to then

clear the air around the mirage that is the COVID-19 vaccine of them.

1.    The Good
Let us begin by recognizing the fact that
the manpower and resources being
pooled together for this endeavour-that is,
a vaccine for COVID-19-is absolutely
massive.

On 4 May 2020, the WHO organized a
televised fundraising event which received
US$8.1 billion in pledges from forty
countries to support rapid development of
vaccines to prevent COVID‑19 infections.
To put this amount in some context, it
alone is around forty times the total sum
raised by the viral Ice Bucket Challenge a
few years back. And while this was the
biggest individual fundraiser for a
coronavirus vaccine, it is but one among a
whole sea of them, each one involving
various mind-boggling sums, going far
beyond the average cost of production of
public

a vaccine.

Complementing this is the manpower
directed to achieve this goal: By April
2020 itself, almost 80 companies and
institutes in 19 countries had put their best
men on the job. As of July, seven Indian
pharmaceutical companies have officially
been reported to be conducting research
aimed at producing a vaccine. And who
knows how many independent
researchers and enthusiasts are
contributing to this behemoth of an effort
in their own guerilla manners?

The sheer volume of the resources being
diverted to this end appears to be bearing
fruit: As of 11th September 2020, around
half a dozen potential vaccines are in
phase III of clinical trials. This is the final
stage of testing a vaccine undergoes  
 public
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before being released to the general
public, and the speed at which this has
been achieved is unprecedented, to say
the least…and perhaps even alarming to
the more prudent ones among us.

Efforts are also being made to try and
repurpose already existing drugs and
make them work as antagonists to the
coronavirus; this distinct angle of
approach has also now moved to clinical
trials.

On the whole, then, things seem to be
looking rather nice and rosy so far—or at
least, as nice and rosy as anything can be
in the middle of a worldwide pandemic.
International communities have managed
to mobilize a vast network of resources,
and they have resulted in marked
acceleration and results insofar as the
production of a vaccine is concerned. A
five-year process which appears to be well
en-route to being accomplished in a year.

What’s the catch?

2.    The Bad
A process which is supposed to take
years to complete simply cannot be
compressed into a couple of months
without seriously increasing the stakes
involved. Expanding the set of resources
directed to the task can only accelerate in
a constrained manner.

Failures in phase III of the clinical trials
typically

typically prove costly, and this cost is only
partly financial. Due to the increasing
number of human beings being subjected
to testing, errors have the potential to be
disastrous. Even as I write this article, I
find out that the Oxford vaccine trials,
which were in phase III and had captured
much of public attention and hope, have
been paused due to the detection of an
unexpected neurological symptom.

Even if the law of averages did produce
one sufficiently successful vaccine, the
question arises as to whether it justifies
the cost of the other various failures.
Combining multiple steps in a clinical trial
due to capitalistic pressure and reaching
phase III in a hurry has the potential to
spell unmitigated disaster.

For indeed, kindly philanthropy apart,
capitalistic pressure, the so-called “gold
rush”, has proven to be a massive
instigator in the acceleration of this
process; and while we have gone over the
apparent positives of this acceleration in
the previous section, it is time to
acknowledge the fact that this motive lying
at the bottom of it all is by nature a
veritable germ.

“Vaccine nationalism” has been
recognized as a very real problem by the
WHO. As the name suggests, this refers
to various wealthy countries attempting to
selfishly appropriate the serum for their
own 

https://www.gatesnotes.com/Health/What-you-need-to-know-about-the-COVID-19-vaccine
http://web.alsa.org/site/DocServer/Vision_Winter_2015.pdf?
docID=122341&_ga=2.43202924.855738741.1567482896-1424647728.1558037434
https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/genetic-engineering-could-make-a-covid-19-vaccine-in-months-
rather-than-years1/
https://health.economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/pharma/seven-indian-pharmaceutical-companies-race-to-
develop-vaccine-for-deadly-coronavirus/77051473
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC7219418/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/COVID-19_vaccine#Clinical_trials_started_in_2020
https://airtable.com/shrSAi6t5WFwqo3GM/tblEzPQS5fnc0FHYR/viweyymxOAtNvo7yH?blocks=hide
https://www.parexel.com/application/files_previous/5014/7274/5573/ACT_Article.pdf
https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/world/uk/vaccine-trial-stopped-after-neurological-symptoms-
detected/articleshow/78047757.cms
https://indianexpress.com/article/world/who-herd-immunity-requires-effective-vaccine-6560062/
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own population without considering the
requirements of the people living beyond
their borders; France, Canada, the USA
and Britain are among a few accused of
this.

Aggravating this is the fact that
unaffordable healthcare is a widely
prevalent issue in many places; worries
about this unaffordability manifesting itself
in the coronavirus vaccine as well have
been voiced by many.

Efforts have been made in order to
overcome these systematic inequalities
inherent in the capitalist structure: Most
notable is the COVAX initiative by WHO,
an attempt to maintain fair and equitable
distribution of the eventual vaccine. But
one may still reserve the right to remain
skeptical, considering the typical
imperfections present in systems founded
on capitalist motives.

3. The Ugly
We have gone over a couple of the most
striking aspects, encouraging and
discouraging, of the COVID-19 vaccine as
it stands right now.

But let us suppose that we are, globally,
able to combat these potential issues.

The ultimate point to be made is that our
problems are still not over. An injection is
not a magic wand which can simply snap
a pandemic out of existence. This is
something that the WHO has already tried
to generate awareness regarding.

One obvious indicator supporting this is
the fact that throughout human history,
pandemics have always heralded a shift in

the mechanism of societies, economies
and class structures.

We have to also acknowledge the widely
varying efficacies for different vaccines,
and the fact that research suggests that
natural antibodies for the coronavirus
deplete in utility fairly rapidly.

And perhaps most frustratingly, we have
to account for the prevalence of
misinformation. For a vaccine to
effectively combat a pandemic, the fact is
that it must work for everyone, for this is
simply the nature of a pandemic: It makes
us all highly dependent on one another.

11. https://indianexpress.com/article/explained/what-is-vaccine-nationalism-how-does-it-impact-the-fight-against-
covid-19-6561236/
12. https://www.theverge.com/2020/2/27/21155879/alex-azar-coronavirus-vaccine-affordable-insurance
13. https://www.who.int/initiatives/act-accelerator/covax
14. https://www.cnbc.com/2020/08/21/who-warns-a-coronavirus-vaccine-alone-will-not-end-pandemic.html
15. https://www.varsity.co.uk/science/19798
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It should be rather telling that this very
article itself is, by and large, an attempt to
minimize its existence. Having seen the
kind of conspiracy theories going on with
regards to prevention of the virus, only a
fool would be optimistic enough to believe
that the same is not going to happen for
the cure.

Anti-vaxxers already constitute an
unfortunately large segment of the
population. But leaving this rather ‘special’
category of people aside for the
moment…

The number of unproven and likely
falsified methods claiming to be a ‘cure’
against the coronavirus is staggering to
behold. Exploiting the hopes and
desperations of the people, exploiting their
need to feel a sense of control over their
own lives, various organizations have
resorted to this for some quick money,
which, unsurprisingly, often result in
mishaps.

Many people have also been deceived by
the quick pace at which phase III trials
have been reached, and a conspiracy
theory claiming that a vaccine has already
been made but is being kept from the
general public caught traction a while ago.

The problem of misinformation in general
goes far beyond the scope of this article,
but for the moment, we shall let the matter
rest here, having pointed out a few
instances of its potential to cause
difficulties.

4.    Concluding remarks

It is my hope that, with this article,
pessimism as well as optimism temper
themselves to find a middle ground from
which they gaze out upon the mirage of
the coronavirus vaccine, predicting and
speculating. Much has been done which is
praiseworthy, but equally much remains to
be done if we wish to combat this oft-
called ‘man-made’ pandemic.

Finally, I would like to allow Edward
Jenner, the father of vaccinology, to
conclude my article for me:

“The highest powers in our nature are
our sense of moral excellence, the
principle of reason and reflection,
benevolence to our creatures and our
love of the Divine Being.”

16. https://www.news18.com/news/buzz/fake-cures-and-misinformation-are-spreading-faster-than-coronavirus-
2555459.html
17. https://www.factcheck.org/2020/01/social-media-posts-spread-bogus-coronavirus-conspiracy-theory/
18. The Life of Edward Jenner M.D. Vol. 2 (1838) by John Baron, p. 447

   Aditya Dwarkesh is a second-year undergraduate student pursuing the
integrated BS-MS degree at IISER Kolkata and an editor of Cogito137. He has a
long-standing interest in literature, philosophy and physics.
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ভারতবেষ� বাঙািলর সবেথেক বেড়া উৎসব হল
দগু�াপুেজা। �ধু পি�মব�ই না, ভারতবষ�
এমনিক সম� পৃিথবীর মানুষ �িতবছর অেপ�া
কের থােকন এই সময়টার জন�। ধম�বণ�
িনিব�েশেষ এই উৎসব, সব��েরর বাঙািলর
অ�রা�া ও িশকেড়র সােথ ওতে�াতভােব
জিড়েয় রেয়েছ আজ কেয়ক শতক জেুড়।

িক� বািকবছেরর �থেক এবছেরর পিরি�িত
অেনকটাই আলাদা। কারণ �কািভড ১৯। সম�
পৃিথবীর অথ�নীিত, �যাগােযাগ ব�ব�া, সামািজক
জীবনযাপন িবগত পঁাচ মােস ব�াহত ও িবপয��
হেয় রেয়েছ এই অিতমারীর �েকােপ। তাই ��
উেঠেছ, এই পিরি�িতেত দগু�াপুেজা করা আেদৗ
কতটা যুি�যু�। কারণ উৎসব মােনই �সখােন
অজ� মানুেষর সমাগম, এবং দগু�াপুেজার মেতা
উৎসব, যােত �ধুমা� কলকাতা শহেরই সমাগম
ঘেট কেয়ক �কা� মানুেষর, তা বড়সড় �ভাব
�ফলেত পাের সামেনর িদেন পি�মবে�র
�কািভড সং�মেণর হাের।

�কন এরকম? কারণ জনসমাগম আর কেরানা
ছড়ােনার স�ক� । দগু�াপুেজার প�াে�েল
প�াে�েল �িতবছর উপেচ পড়া িভড় �মাণ কের,
তােত আর যাই �হাক, সামািজক দরূ� বজায়
রাখা অস�ব।

একই জায়গায় অিধক ভীড় ব�াপকভােব বাড়ােত
পাের �কািভড সং�মেণর হার। অ�ত এমনটাই
মেন করেছন গেবষকেদর একদল। তােদর মেত,
�কান�ােন জনঘনে�র উপর �কািভড সং�মেণর
হার িনয়ি�ত হয়। কলকাতার একািধক িবখ�াত
পূজাম�েপর উপেচ পড়া িভড়, কেয়ক
িকেলািমটার ল�া লাইন �িতমা দশ�েনর জন�,
এ�েলা সহেজই �মাণ কের, �িত� প�াে�েল
জনঘন� কতটা চ�ড়া� পিরি�িতেত �পৗ�ছয়, যা
�কািভড সং�মেণর হারেক মারা�কভােব বিধ�ত
করেত পাের।

�ধু তাই নয়, কলকাতায় পুেজা উপলে� িভড়
�ধু পুেজাম�েপ নয়, এই শহেরর �িত�
আনােচকানােচ ছিড়েয় পেড়। িবিভ� যানবাহেন 

�িতবছর শারেদাৎসেবর সূচনাকাল আপামর বাঙািলর জীবেন িনেয় আেস উৎসেবর আেমজ। িক�
এইবছের কেরানা ভাইরােসর �েকাপ আমােদর কপােল �ফেলেছ দিু��ার ভঁাজ।�েত�েকই িবগত

সাতমাস ঘর-বি�দশায় কা�েয় অবেশেষ �চেয় আেছ আগামী স�ােহ িনয়ম ব� জীবন �থেক সামান�
মুি�র িদেক। তেব এর মােঝ ভাইরাস িক� িব�াম িনে� না। এই নত�ন জীবনৈশলীর সােথ িনেজেদর
খাপ খাওয়ােনা ত�লনামুলকভােব মুশিকল হেলও অস�ব নয়। িক িক প�িত অবল�েন আন�
উৎসেবর মােঝও অিতির� সং�মন �রাধ করা স�ব তা এই পােঠ� সংকিলত করা হল।

কেরানা ও দগু�াপেুজা
অ�ানিনমাস@iiserk (জৈনক আইসারীয়)
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�দখা যায় মানুেষর মা�াির� উপি�িত ।
NDTVর িরেপাট� অনুসাের, গতবছর পুেজার
একিদেন ২৪ ঘ�ায় �মে�া ব�বহার কেরেছন
৯.১১ লাখ মানুষ, যা কলকাতা �মে�ার ইিতহােস
�রকড� । এবােদও বাস, �লাকাল ��ন, সব
যাতায়ােতর মাধ�েমই একই িচ� পিরলি�ত হয়।
আেশপােশর �জলা, �যমন হাওড়া, �গলী,
বধ�মান, নদীয়া, �মিদনীপুর, উ�র ২৪ পরগণা,
বীরভ�ম �ভৃিত কলকাতায় ঠাকুরদশ�ন করেত
আেসন কেয়কেকা� মানুষ।

স�িত �বরেনা এক� গেবষণাপে� একদল
গেবষক �দিখেয়েছন, �কািভড সং�মেণর হার
�সইসব শহেরর মেধ� অেনক �বিশ, যােদর
িনেজেদর মেধ� �যাগােযাগ ব�ব�া ভােলা। অথ�াৎ,
এক অ�ল �থেক অন� অ�েল ঘনঘন বা
একইসােথ অজ� মানুেষর যাতায়াত, �বলভােব
বৃি� ঘটােত পাের সং�মেণর। এরফেল
দগু�াপুেজায় কলকাতা িনকটবত� অ�ল �থেক
ঠাকুরদশ�েন �লাকজেনর কলকাতায় আগমণ ও
পুনরায় িফের যাওয়া, পি�মবে�র কেরানা
পিরি�িত আেরা জ�ল কের ত�লেত পাের।

এবং �কবল পি�মব�ই নয়, দগু�াপুেজা উপলে�
সারা বছেরর �শেষ ঘের �ফেরন �দশিবেদেশর
বাঙািলরা। এবং টাইমস অফ ইি�য়ার সূ�
অনুসাের, �ধুমা� ষ�র িদেন কলকাতায়
অবতরণ কেরন �ায় ৭০ হাজার মানুষ। এবং
পুেজার পঁাচ িদেন অ�ারাইভাল ও িডপাচ� ার
িমিলেয় সংখ�াটা আেগরবছর �পৗ�েছিছল ৩.১
লােখ, যা ২০১৮য় িছল ২.৫ লাখ। এবং খুব
�াভািবকভােবই, এইবছর কেরানা আবেহ এই
িবপুল সংখ�ক জনসংখ�ার কাছাকািছও
উপি�িত কলকাতা সহ বাংলার মানুেষর কােছ
িবপ�নক হেয় উঠেত পাের।

অিত-স�িত �ব�ালু�র ইি�য়ান ই���উট
অফ সােয়ে�র গেবষকেদর �কািশত কেরানা-
সং�মেণর এক� ছয় মাি�ক গািণিতক মেডেল
�য পূব�াভাস �দওয়া হেয়েছ, �সই অনুসাের
মহাষ��র িদন, পি�মবে� সং�িমেতর সংখ�া
হেত পাের ১ ল� ৭০ হাজার ১৮৪।

এখন এই অব�ায় �� হল, তাহেল িক এবছর
বাঙািলর দগু�াপুেজা হেব?

আমরা জািন, এইবছের বািতল হেয়েছ �টািকও
অিলি�ক, উই�ল�ন। িবে�র িবিভ� �দেশ
ইফাতার পািলত হেয়েছ অেনক মৃয়মাণভােব।
এমনিক পি�মবে�র পােশই অবি�ত
বাংলােদেশ �িগত �থেকেছ �সখানকার পয়লা
�বশাখ উপলে�� ঢাকার িবখ�াত ম�ল
�শাভাযা�া।

িক� দগু�াপুেজা?

এর আেগ কুখ�াত ��ািনশ �� , দইু িব�জ�ু,
এমনিক ১৯৭৮ সােলর ভয়াবহ বন�াও বাঙািলর
দগু�াপুেজা ব� করেত পােরিন। এবং এখনও
পয�� পাওয়া খবর অনুসাের, পুেজা এবছর
হে�।

এখন পুেজা যিদ হয়ই, �সে�ে� কেরানা
পিরি�িতেক মাথায় �রেখ িকছ�  উেদ�াগ িনেয়েছ
�শাসন। �বশিকছ�  িবিধিনেষধ িনেজেদর মেতা
কের �তির কেরেছ পুেজা উেদ�া�া
সিমিত�েলাও।

পুেজা উেদ�া�ােদর কথা অনুসাের, ম�প
জীবাণুমু� রাখার জন� তারা ম�পচ�ের মা�
ছাড়া দশ�নাথ�েদর �েবেশর অনুমিত �দেবন না।
এছাড়া পুেজা উেদ�া�া এবং ���ােসবকরাও 

Joacim Rocklöv, PhD, Henrik Sjödin, PhD, High population densities catalyse the spread of COVID-19,  Journal of
Travel Medicine, Volume 27, Issue 3, April 2020, DOI: taaa038
https://www.ndtv.com/kolkata-news/kolkata-metro-records-highest-ever-footfall-due-to-durga-puja-rush-
1932865
Shima Hamidi, Sadegh Sabouri & Reid Ewing, Does Density Aggravate the COVID-19 Pandemic?, Journal of the
American Planning Association, DOI: 10.1080/01944363.2020.1777891
)https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/city/kolkata/durga-puja-footfall-breaks-record-at-kolkata-
airport/articleshow/66373974.cms?fbclid=IwAR10y7oRQOpoF8DesNsE3cnFtpnRMkx_REHiW0Y2RY9c-4r-
_rlfKyZmFIk
https://www.sangbadpratidin.in/editorial/experts-says-alternative-durga-puja-is-now-the-only-way-in-covid-
pandemic/
https://thewire.in/religion/covid-19-durga-puja-mamata-banerjee
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প�াে�েল মা� পের থাকেবন। সং�মণ এড়ােত
প�াে�েল একইসমেয় উপি�ত দশ�নাথ�েদর
সংখ�া িনিদ� � কের �দওয়া হেয়েছ। যিদও, �ভতের
িনিদ� � করেলও, ওই ম�প িঘের বাইের
প�াে�েলর চারপােশ জন�াবন অিনবায�, এবং
একইসােথ সামািজক দরূ�িবিধর ল�েনর
স�াবনা �বল।

অন�িদেক �শাসন এই পিরি�িতেত পুেজা
িকভােব হেব, �সই িনেয় একািধক �বঠেকর পের
�কাশ কেরেছ তােদর গাইডলাইন। এই
গাইডলাইন �মেনই একমা� পুেজা করা ও
�িতমা দশ�ন করেত পারেবন বাঙািল
জনসাধারণ। এই গাইডলাইন অনুসাের –

Ø পুেজা অেপ�াকৃত �ছাট হেব। �িতমা ও ম�প
খুব বড় করা যােব না।
Ø পুেজা হেব সাদামাটা, অথ�াৎ পুেজায় �কানও
চমক থাকেব না।
Ø ম�পস�াও হেব অনাড়�র।
Ø �েত�ক ম�েপর মূল �েবশ�ােরই রাখা হেব
একািধক থাম�াল ��ানার। গােয় �র ধরা পড়েল
�ফরত পাঠােনা হেব দশ�ণাথ�েদর।
Ø দশ�কেদর মুেখ মা� না থাকেল ঢ�কেত �দওয়া
হেব না কাউেক।
Ø একসে� ২৫ জেনর �বিশ ম�েপ �েবশ
করােনা হেব না।
Ø পুেজার �েত�কিদনই ম�প ও �িতমা
স�ািনটাইজ করেত হেব।
Ø পুেজা ম�েপর আেশপােশর এলাকাও
স�ািনটাইজ করেব পুেজা কিম��িলই।
Ø িদেনর �বলােতই ঠাকুর �দখার ব�ব�া।
Ø আেলাকস�াও হেব সাদামাটা।
Ø ম�প চ�ের খাবােরর �লও দেূর দেূর
থাকেব।
Ø রা�া করা খাবারই িবি� করেত হেব। �েল
বিসেয় খাওয়ার ব�ব�া রাখা যােবনা।
Ø পুেজায় িদেত হেব �গাটা ফল।
Ø ম�প িশ�ীেদর �া�� িবিধ �দখেত হেব
পুেজার উেদ�া�ােদরই।

WHO এর গাইডলাইন অনুসাের, এবােরর
অিধকাংশ ম�প �খালা রাখার �চ�া করা হে�।
িতনিদক �খালা প�াে�ল, যােত দরূ �থেক বা
গািড়র �ভতর �থেকই তা �দখেত পাওয়া যায়।
�কান �কান প�াে�েল আবার অেনেক �চ�া
করেছন, ম�েপর সামেনর রা�া িদেয় গািড়
�েবশ ও ��ােনর পথ রাখার, যােত গািড় �থেক
না �নেম �ভতর �থেকই �িতমা দশ�ন কের �বিরেয়
যাওয়া যায়। এেত সং�মেণর সংখ�া হয়েতা
কমােনা যােব বেল তােদর ধারণা। অেনেক �চ�া
করেছন প�াে�েলর �ঢাকার মুেখ স�ািনটাইিজং
টােনেলর মেধ� িদেয় দশ�নাথ�েদর িনেয় যাওয়ার,
�ভাগ িডি�িবউশন �িফন �কিরয়ােরর মাধ�েম
করা ও িসঁদরু �খলার �ান ট�া�ার িনেয় এেস
স�ািনটাইজ করা।

Summary
The COVID19 pandemic has been
wreaking havoc throughout the globe for
the past six months. To curtail the rate at
which this human transmitted disease is
spreading, any unnecessary gatherings
have been prohibited.  India is currently
heading towards becoming the highest
infected nation in the world. But, the
festive season is knocking on the door,
and it entails social gatherings.. 

The rise or fall of the COVID19 infection
rate in Bengal is now heavily dependent
on the proceedings of Durga Pujo and
people’s participation in it. In this article,
the author hints towards the risks
especially pertaining to this year and
outlines some measures which should
be taken to avoid any post-festive
calamities. This article is a must read
during this festive season, amidst the
pandemic.

7. https://www.ndtv.com/bengali/durga-puja-organisers-in-kolkata-recommend-safety-measures-during-festivities-
news-bengali-2265538
8. https://calcuttanews.tv/puja-organisers-made-17-point-guideline-to-make-durga-puja-happen-in-2020/
9. https://www.dw.com/bn/পুেজা-হেবই-তেব-সাবধােন/a-54214598
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Nobel Prize announcements 

2020

িক� সবেশেষ এই পুেজা কতটা সু�ভােব করা
যােব, �কািভড সং�মেণর হার বৃি�েক কতটা
আটকােনা যােব, তা িনভ� র করেছ আপামর বাঙািল
জনসাধারেণর হােত। পূেজা �দখেত �বিরেয়
িনভৃতবােসর সামািজক দরূ�িবিধ আেদৗ কতটা
পালন করেত পারেলন তারা, মা�, স�ািনটাইেজশন
সহ �াথিমক �া��িবিধ কতটা �মেন চলেলন, তা
অেনকাংেশ ি�র করেব পুেজাপরবত� পি�মবে�
কেরানা পিরি�িত �কান জায়গায় দঁািড়েয় থাকেব।
তাই আপাতত, এই অিতমারীর কােল, �সই
আশােতই এই �ব� সমা� করা হল।

তাই আপাতত, এই অিতমারীর কােল, �সই
আশােতই এই �ব� সমা� করা হল।

‘অ�াতনামা’ এই ব�ি� সম� সািহেত�র
ইিতহােস অ�নিত গদ� ও পেদ�র মাধ�েম
িবরল সিহত�রেসর অভ�তপূব� িনদশ�ন
�াপন কেরেছন, ও �মাগত কের
চেলেছন। �কবল বাংলা সািহেত�ই নয়।
পৃিথবীর সকল ভাষােতই তঁার ঐিতহ�বাহী
সৃ�র উদাহরণ অফুর�। অত��
আ�ােদর িবষয় এই �য, িতিন ইদািনং
সমাজকল�ােন িব�ানেচতনার  িবকাশ
(vikas) ঘটােনার মহৎ উেদ�েশ� আমােদর
Cogito137 শীষ�ক পি�কায় �লখার িস�া�
িনেয়েছন।

The Nobel Prize in chemistry 2020 has been awarded to
Emmanuelle Charpentier and Jennifer A. Doudna “for the
development of a method for genome editing”

Nobel Prize in Physics 2020 is a shared award. One half has
been awarded to
Roger Penrose “for the discovery that black hole formation is a
robust prediction of the general theory of relativity” The other
half has been awarded jointly to Reinhard Genzel and Andrea
Ghez “for the discovery of a supermassive compact object at the
centre of our galaxy.”

Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine 2020 has been jointly
awarded to
Harvey J. Alter, Michael Houghton and Charles M. Rice “for the
discovery of Hepatitis C virus.”

Scientific research which get
rewarded with Nobel Prizes
are known to be of
paramount relevance and
importance. However, we at
Cogito137 do understand
that a general audience may
not really understand the
technical aspects of these
scientific advancements.
Stay tuned for a special
release on our website soon,
explaining the science behind
the Nobel prizes of 2020, in
these disciplines.

The Sveriges Riksbank Prize in Economic Sciences (Nobel Prize)
2020 was awarded jointly to Paul R. Milgrom and Robert B.
Wilson "for improvements to auction theory and inventions of
new auction formats."

https://www.nobelprize.org/
https://scicomm.iiserkol.ac.in/


The jewels of Simlipal

The wonders and colours of nature are a sight to behold as we present to you our first
photo-story about the Simplipal National Park.

Simlipal National Park a Biosphere Reserve, especially known for it’s Tiger population, is
situated in the Mayurbhanj district of Odisha. Simlipal is distinguished for its lush green
forest, sprawling over 2750 square kilometers of area and rich biodiversity in the Eastern 

1. Signature Spider 
(Argiope sp.)

Spiders are one of the
most successful stealth
hunters in the world.
Signature spiders are one
of a kind. They got their
names from the 'X' like
the zig-zag pattern they
wave in their web. These
patterns are called
‘stabilimentum’, and it
reflects UV light. It helps
the spider to capture
flying insects and also
serves as  warning
signals to  more massive
creatures.

Ghats region. This
photo story, about the
biodiversity of Lulung
and Sitakund areas of
the park, is composed
of the photographs I
clicked during my visit
in March 2019.

Sourabh Biswas

PHOTO STORY
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3. Five-bar Swordtail (Graphium antiphates)
Not all butterflies love nectar, but
some of them relish on dead plant
materials, carrions or mud to procure
nutrients and minerals. Males from
Papilionidae and Pieridae family form
congregations on mud or decaying
forest litter. This is known as mud-
puddling behaviour is known to 
 enhance reproductive success.
Females receive spermatophore (a
protein capsule containing sperms) 
 along with sodium and amino acids
collected during mud-puddling, as
nuptial gifts from males. Nutrients
enhance the survival rate of the eggs.

4. Common Pierrot
(Castalius rosimon)

This little butterfly from the
Lycaenidae family is
widespread in the Indonesian
archipelago, but some species
are also found in India. Males
and females of this species are
quite similar in appearance
except for the upper wing and
black marking on the
underwing.

Rock Agamas are endemic
to the rocky hills of
peninsular India and are
known to be active during
daylight hours. Males of this
species are well known for
bright colours, mostly red
and orange. Females are
greyish in colour. The tone
gets more glaring when the
male performs behavioural
displays to persuade
females or during territorial
combat.

2. Rock Agama
(Psammophilus sp.)



5. Orchid Tit
(Hypolycaena othona)

This beautiful butterfly also
belongs to the family
Lycaenidae, commonly
called ‘blues’. The upper
wing of the males are
metallic blue.  This butterfly
is mostly found in
Himalayas and the Eastern
and Western Ghats.

6. Coorg Bambootail
(Caconeura ramburi)

This damselfly is present
in both the Eastern and
Western Ghats. The
stomach  of this species
are segmented like
bamboo; that's how they
got their name. Males of
this species are azure in
colour, the females are
yellow.

Sourabh Biswas is a 2nd year PhD student at the Behaviour and Ecology Lab, IISER
Kolkata. He is an ardent nature lover and a passionate macro photographer. He loves
to explore different parts of India specially in search of butterflies. 

Referance
Craig, Catherine L. & Bernard, Gary D. (1990): Insect attraction to ultraviolet-reflecting spider webs and web decorations. Ecology 71:
616–623. doi:10.2307/1940315
Radder RS, Saidapur SK, Shanbhag BA. 2006. Big boys on top: Effects of body size, sex and reproductive state on perching behaviour in
the tropical rock dragon, Psammophilus dorsalis. Animal Biology 56 (3): 311-321. doi:10.1163/157075606778441903
Medley S.R. & Eisner, T. (1996): Sodium: a male nuptial gift to its offspring. PNAS93(2): 809–813. PDF fulltext
Kehimkar, Isaac. (2016). BUTTERFLIES OF INDIA - BNHS FIELD GUIDES. 241 pp, 311 pp, ISBN: 9789384678012.
Nair, M.V. 2011. Dragonflies and Demselflies of Orissa and Eastern India, Wildlife Organisation, Forest and Environment Department,
Government of Orissa, 232 pp.



Mathematics, as a subject, can mean
trouble for many while, for others, it
remains an absolute favourite. Irrespective
of their opinions on maths though, most
people are aware of the legacy
Ramanujan left behind, in this world of
numbers.

Let us begin with an anecdotal
conversation between Ramanujan and
another mathematical genius, G. H.
Hardy. When G.H. Hardy was visiting
Srinivasa Ramanujan at the hospital, on
his way he came across 1729 on a taxi
number plate. He described 1729 as a
'dull' number, to which Ramanujan replied
that it, in fact, is very interesting, as it is
the smallest number that can be
expressed as the sum of two cubes in two
different ways.

1729= 1 +12  and 1729=10  +9 

 This might be one of the more familiar
stories; but this article, however, is
focussed on another man who played with
numbers. Our number of interest will be
calculated by you; so be ready for some
simple high school arithmetic. Select any
four-digit number  (I choose, say 1674).
Don't take a number where all 4 digits are
the same(like 1111, etc.). Once you have
selected a four-digit number, arrange the
numbers to find the largest number(7641
in my case) and the smallest number
(1467 in my case) from these four digits.
Subtract these two digits from each other,
and you again obtain a number (6174).
Again find the largest and smallest
number and continue the same
procedure. It should not take more than
seven

A Man of Numbers

This is a biographical article on Dattatreya Ramachandra Kaprekar and his works.
Although not widely known, the kind of work he did was not only significant but also

fascinating and elementary to understand.

Ravi Vishwakarma

Source : www.unicoos.com
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seven steps before you get surprised. You
will end up with the same number, which
is 6174. This number is also called
Kaprekar constant.

Any four-digit number, when put through
the same arithmetic treatments will beget 
 6174. If you try the same with a three-
digit number, similarly, what you will get is
the number  495.  You might be intrigued
to know that this interesting discovery was
made by an Indian mathematician
Dattatreya Ramachandra Kaprekar.

Kaprekar was born on 17 January 1905 in
Dahanu, a small town near Mumbai,
Maharashtra. He lost his mother early and
was brought up and nurtured by his father,
a government clerk, and an astrologer.
Thus young Kaprekar grew up with
astrology and mathematics. His
fascination with numbers grew with age,
and he spent most of his time with
numbers, which even prompted his
classmates to ridicule him often. After
completing his bachelor's in 1929, he
joined as a school teacher in Devlali, a
town close to Nashik. His obsession with
numbers persisted throughout his life.  “A
drunkard needs to go on drinking wine to
live in that pleasurable state. The same is
true of me so far as numbers are
concerned.” he would say about himself.
He would often lecture and motivate
students about his unique methods at
local colleges where he was invited for
talks Most of Kaprekar's work went
unrecognized during his initial living years.
He spent most of his life teaching in
Devlali, until he retired at the age of 58 in
1962. Soon afterwards he lost his wife
and his life took a grim turn with financial
instability raising its head.  Thus, he spent
the latter part of his life providing private
tuition to local children.

Kaprekar is best known for his discovery
of the Kaprekar Constant (6174) and a
class of numbers that are now known as
Kaprekar numbers. A number is a
Kaprekar number if it is positive and, when
squared and split into two parts, the sum
of these two parts gives back the original
number. An example will make it easier to
understand. For example, 55 is a
Kaprekar number as 55 =3025 and
30+25=55. Some Kaprekar numbers are
1, 9, 45, 55, 99, 297, etc.

Another class of numbers described by
Kaprekar are called the Harshad
numbers. A number is a Harshad number
if it is divisible by the sum of their digits.
For example, 12 is divisible by 1+2=3. It is
noticed that 80 and 81 are a pair of
consecutive Harshad numbers, whereas
110, 111, 112 are three consecutive
Harshad numbers. It was further proved
that a sequence of  twenty-one
consecutive numbers that are all Harshad
numbers cannot exist. Another interesting
property is that 2!, 3!, 4!, 5!, 6! , etc. are all
Harshad numbers, where ‘!’ is the symbol
for factorial function. Factorial denotes
nothing but the product of all the whole
numbers from our chosen number after
which the '!' symbol is written up till one.
For example, 3! would indicate the
product of 3, 2 and 1. Now before we are
tempted to conjecture that n!  is a
Harshad number,  for every value of n, we
need to remember that the first or the
smallest factorial which is not a Harshad
number is 432!. Harshad numbers were
later also called Niven numbers named
after Canadian mathematician Ivan M.
Niven. The first few Harshad numbers are
10, 12, 18, 20, 21, 24, 27 and so on..

Kaprekar has multiple sets of unique
numbers to his credit - Demlo numbers,
self 
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self numbers, junction numbers, are a few.
He has contributed to many published
books on mathematics in addition to
articles in journals. He came into the
limelight when Martin Gardner wrote a
column about Kaprekar in Mathematical
Games for the Scientific American in
1975. Today, Kaprekar and his works are
well known, and many mathematicians are
fascinated by his ideas about numbers.
His name is now written in a Swedish
publication - The World Directory of
Mathematicians, as an eminent
mathematician.

 Ravi Vishwakarma, an alumnus of
the Department of Physical Sciences,
IISER Kolkata, loves to try his hands
at different stuff. He tends to be
captivated by the science hidden in
history and tries to protect them
from getting lost in time. Now with
this first article of his, he plans to
keep writing!

1. https://mathshistory.st-andrews.ac.uk/Biographies/Kaprekar/
2. Unsung_Hero_of_Mathematics_-_D.R._Kaprek
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“The English has arrived!” 

You may imagine English soldiers robed
in scarlet uniforms marching on to
confront Napoleon at Waterloo, but
French women will always mean the
“bloodshed” little differently.

Wonder what that might be?

“Periods have begun!”

Keeping the humour aside, “periods'' alias
“menstruation” has remained a taboo topic
since ages. Ancient Greeks noticed a
synchronisation between the menstrual
cycle and the moon's waxing and waning.
Hence, the term “menstruation” has a
Greek word root; Menes meaning moon.
The groovy Greeks certainly aced in
trigonometry and democracy but they
were ridiculously clueless about the
female reproductive system.

A deep seated misogyny existed in the
ancient Greek societies. Aristotle, (circa
300 BC) the great philosopher thought
that menstrual flow was excess blood that
had not converted into a foetus. Menstrual
blood was inert and useless until it
encountered semen which added the form
and triggered foetal growth. People further
believed that women played a passive
role in reproduction thereby justified the
notion that women were inferior, needed
to be controlled and possessed alike
domesticated animals.

People did not even consider the uterus
as an organ. Instead, they thought the
uterus was a free spirit roaming around a
female’s body in search of a baby. (Much
like “a ghost “chasing you on Halloween
night!) In order to pacify the spirit, girls
were married off just at the onset of
puberty

Menstruation: The cost of being fertile

The article explores 'menstruation (aka: periods)' from scientific and cultural perspectives.
Menstruation is still considered a taboo subject to discuss. The authors shine light on the

origins of misogyny due to lack of understanding of the female reproductive behaviour and
also how the gain in the scientific knowledge has led to the emancipation of women.

Reema Jaiswal & Shrestha Chowdhury

Artwork by Reema Jaiswal
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puberty. Young girls and women were
kept on an intentional inadequate diet, so
that their sexual impulses could be
controlled and their morality upheld. It is
similar to dietary restrictions imposed on
Hindu widows in India, a trend widely
prevalent even today. As a result, women
at reproductive ages were often
malnourished, anaemic, suffered
miscarriages and  health problems.

Thanks to scientific knowledge, things are
not the same as thought of before. Now,
let's get into the actual biological basis of
the topic at hand.

A girl becomes reproductively active
during puberty (a stage of incipient
adulthood) when she begins to
menstruate. Every month, when the level
of hormone estrogen increases, one egg
is released from one of the ovaries. This
causes the inner lining of the uterus to
thicken, in an attempt to make itself ready
for receiving the egg.

 

The egg from the ovary, reaches the
uterus and waits there to meet a sperm
and then fuses with it. If this fusion occurs,
the egg gets converted into ‘zygote’ (the
first cell which eventually forms into a
foetus) and anchors to the uterine wall.
This is, what we commonly know as,
‘pregnancy’. If the egg does not find a
sperm in the uterus, and a fusion doesn’t
happen, the estrogen levels decrease.
Meanwhile, the egg dies. Now the levels
of another hormone progesterone
increases.  This causes the thick inner
lining of the uterus to slowly shed. The
resultant discharge, which is a mix of
blood, uterine tissue, and the decayed
egg, is passed out through the vagina.

Periods generally last usually for about 5
days but it can vary from 3 to 8. The entire
menstrual cycle is roughly 28 days long,
but it can be shorter or longer. Onset of
periods for the first time is called
“menarche” whereas termination of this
monthly

1. Flow: The Cultural Story of Menstruation by Elissa Stein and Susan Kim
2. Flow: The Cultural Story of Menstruation by Elissa Stein and Susan Kim
3. “The Groovy Greeks” by Terry Deary
4. Dean-Jones, Lesley. (2007). Menstrual Bleeding According to the Hippocratics and Aristotle. Transactions of the
American Philological Association (1974- ). 119. 10.2307/284268.
5. Keuls, Eva (1985). The Reign of the Phallus: Sexual Politics in Ancient Athens. Harper & Row; First Edition.
6. Journey of Greek food – Documentary Series

Fig 1: Structures of female reproductive organs (left); menstrual cycle (right)
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monthly cycle is called “menopause”. The
reproductively active stage of a woman
extends from 12 to 45 years usually. 

Interestingly, not all animals
menstruate.Animals apart from primates
,elephant shrew and a few bat species,
experience estrous cycles instead of
regular periods. In oestrous cycles the
uterine lining is reabsorbed instead of
being expelled out of the body.

But why go through this gory mess every
single month?

The answer is simple. Menstruation is a
product of biological evolution. 

Let's use a high-school level analogy; say
there's an upcoming  board exam ? If you
are smart then you would certainly finish
covering up the syllabus early and
undergo several mock tests to ensure that
your nerves do not fail on the ultimate
day. Likewise, imagine giving birth to a
healthy offspring  to be the board exam
and menstruation  as an efficient strategy
to  prepare your body for it .

Elaborating further,humans are placental
mammals. ‘Placenta’ is an organ
temporarily formed in the uterus during
pregnancy. Placenta acts as an exchange
platform for nutrients, oxygen,  etc.,
between the mother and the baby. The
cells in the placenta undergo certain
changes to make it suitable for providing
nutrition and protection to the growing
baby. As a line of defence against the
aggressive growth of placental tissues
uterine

the uterine wall also gets thickened. This
process is called decidualization. If the
occurrence of pregnancy fails  then the
excess lining of the uterus is shed off. So
we can think that menstruation is a
byproduct of the decidualization process.

Menstruation is also responsible for
behavioural differences between males
and females. Louann Brizendine,M.D,
puts it beautifully- “Each hormone state—
girlhood, the adolescent years, the dating
years, motherhood, and menopause—
acts as fertilizer for different neurological
connections that are responsible for new
thoughts, emotions, and interests.
Because of the uctuations that begin as
early as three months old and last until
after menopause, a woman’s neurological
reality is not as constant as a man’s. His is
like a mountain that is worn away
imperceptibly over the millennia by
glaciers, weather, and the deep tectonic
movements of the earth. Hers is more like
the weather itself—constantly changing
and hard to predict.” 

All evolutionary processes do not always
seem perfect when looked at from an
individual's perspective. Menstruation is
deemed unpleasant by many women.
Nausea, abdominal pain, diarrhoea,
general fatigue, loss of appetite - to name
a few are now collectively recognised as
premenstrual syndrome (PMS).
Premenstrual dysphoric disorder (PMDD)
is similar to PMS but more acute. 

7. https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4408698/
8. https://www.ucsfhealth.org/education/the-menstrual-cycle
9. doi: 10.1002/bies.201100099
10. The Female Brain by Louann Brizendine
11. https://www.womenshealth.gov/menstrual-cycle/premenstrual-syndrome/premenstrual-dysphoric-disorder-
pmdd#:~:text=Premenstrual%20dysphoric%20disorder%20(PMDD)%20is,days%20after%20your%20period%20start
s.
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Treatments are available now but the
process of establishing menstrual "pain"
was not at all straightforward and easy.

The word “hysterical” meaning “frenzied or
maniac” stems from “hysteria” which
means uterus in Greek. Women weeping
in menstrual cramps were thought to be
possessed by an evil spirit. Even in
Victorian times women went great lengths
to prove that they were in pain. Diseases
like endometriosis were taken seriously
much later. Ironically, many books still
report menstruation to be a painless
process. Jen Gunter in her TED talk ``Why
can’t we talk about our periods” says “It
shouldn't be an act of feminism to ask for
help when you're suffering. The era of
menstrual taboos is over.”

Myths related to menstruation are
countless. It is necessary to reflect upon
how their inception and prolonged
persistence has affected human culture.
For example in India, menstruating
women are not allowed in religious
premises. Durga puja is pompously
celebrated to worship the power of fertility
and femininity but menstruating women,
quite often, voluntarily avoid the rituals.
Young women are taught to identify
themselves as “unholy” during periods.
This superstition probably stemmed from
the stench owing to poor hygiene
practices. In today's world, with the
availability of sanitary pads, menstrual
cups etc, hygiene maintenance during
menstruation is simplified for the women
in the city, while the village population still
continues to suffer to some extent. Social
awareness is lacking as much as
resources.

 

People have lawfully claimed the right to
enter temples like Sabarimala which
restricted entry of women irrespective of
reproductive active ages all together for
centuries.  But  century old practises have
deeply percolated into the collective
subconscious. The fight against such
prejudices is difficult, especially when
female family members teach young
women not to openly “discuss women
issues” with the “male members” in the
family.

12. Ask Me About My Uterus :A Quest to Make Doctors believe in Women’s Pain by Abby Norman
13.  https://www.ted.com/talks/jen_gunter_why_can_t_we_talk_about_periods?language=en
14.  https://www.thehindu.com/topic/sabarimala-women-entry/
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(Above)The posture of the film “Period. End of Sentence.” It is
an Oscar-winning documentary film directed by Rayka
Zehtabchi. The film features the efforts of the social activists
Arunachalam Muruganantham who designed a low-cost
sanitary pad manufacturing machine to ensure proper
practices of menstruation hygiene in rural India.
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Dr. Jyoti Sanghera, Office of the High
Commissioner for Human Rights, in her
opening speech at “Celebrating
Womanhood”, Geneva, 2013,  said
“Stigma around menstruation and
Menstrual Hygiene is a violation of several
human rights, most importantly of the right
to human dignity, but also the right to non-
discrimination, equality, bodily integrity,
health, privacy and the right to freedom
from inhumane and degrading treatment
from abuse and violence.”

Gladly the gap between the truth and
ignorance is narrowing. The
understanding of the menstrual cycle led
to the birth of contraceptive pills.  It has
left a tremendous impact on the feminist
movement. Women have better
reproductive control and enjoy sexual
freedom to an extent never thought
before. World Menstruation day is
celebrated on May 28th every year to
create awareness and to normalise the
discussion about periods. Japan is one of
the pioneering countries to allow
menstrual leave.  Museums dedicated to
menstrual cultural history are already
established in Western countries like the
USA.

15. https://www.google.com/url?
q=https://www.issuelab.org/resources/19523/19523.pdf&sa=D&ust=1600503441480000&usg=AFQjCNED5AdHUsnHk
K9_vBR_Aal-_CGmDA
16.  https://www.theatlantic.com/health/archive/2014/10/the-team-that-invented-the-birth-control-pill/380684/  
17. https://doi.org/10.1080/07399338609515719
18.  https://www.si.edu/spotlight/health-hygiene-and-beauty/feminine-hygiene-products

Reema Jaiswal started her scicomm journey
with a masters in Science Communication from
National Council of Science Museums Kolkata.
She has been working in the field of museums
and science centres in our country for the past
7 years. She designs hands-on science exhibits
and conducts outreach programs for school
students.. Also being an artist, she uses
cartoons, illustrations etc for science
communication and storytelling. The cover
image for this article is one of her artworks
inspired from the idea that bloodshed which is
related to birth is sacred.

The topic of menstruation is too vast and
important to ignore. Bodily functions are a
product of biological evolution but our
culture is a product of our collective and
conscious effort towards betterment.
Menstruation isn’t dirty. It is not to be
ashamed of. Little acts of empathy and
attentive support can empower women
earnestly. Let us venture to build a world
where bodies don’t act as barriers to
achieving dreams.

Shrestha Chowdhury is a fifth year Integrated
PhD student from the Department of Chemical
Sciences at IISER KOLKATA.She is also a
member of the editorial board at Cogito137.She
enjoys reading books along with watching
documentaries in her leisure time.
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Editor's Note: Arpita Pal, a graduate student at IISER Kolkata, from the Department
of Biological Sciences, is conducting an experimental survey to estimate the level of
awareness regarding menstruation among the general public. Kindly spare 5 minutes to
fill this out and share it with others as well - https://forms.gle/gEc6Da1jQajKcfWu6 .
As a small effort to spread awareness regarding this basic biological process, she will
share the results of this survey with everyone, in an analytical article.

https://scicomm.iiserkol.ac.in/
https://forms.gle/gEc6Da1jQajKcfWu6


A funny way to understand that CAPE, which is one of
the constituents of Propolis or beeswax has inhibitory
effect on novel corona (SARS-CoV-2) viral protease
Mpro. It can be a potential medicine against COVID-19.
This research was conducted in DBEB, IIT Delhi along
with DBT & AIST, Japan.

Use of ARBs or ACE inhibitors to
reduce hypertension in Type2 Diabetic
patients results in overexpression of the
receptor of SARS CoV-2, ACE-2 which
increases the risk of viral internalization.

Abhishek Dey, KSBS, IIT Delhi
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Aritra Nath,  IISER KOLKATA

Precautionary measures and our new life style
to avoid COVID-19 infection. My heartfelt
gratitude to all COVID-19 warriors for their
courage and selfless service to the nation.
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Thank you all !
We would like to express our sincere gratitude towards the

overwhelming response.



Prof. Somnath Dasgupta: 
Four decades of studying the earth

In a career spanning over more than 40 years and still going strong, Prof Somnath
Dasgupta takes us on an unforgettable journey about how he stepped into the field of

Earth Sciences and eventually into academia. He shares anecdotes from his many
adventures around the world and also shares his experiences as one of the first faculty

members at IISER Kolkata.

You took up Geosciences as major
during your undergraduate days. Was
it a random choice or was there more
to that decision? What kind of a seeker,
according to you, should step into this
avenue of science? 

I graduated in 1968 from a modest high
school located in the  suburbs of Kolkata
and was not exposed to the company of
real academic stars of those days. My
reply needs to be viewed in this context
(also that there was no internet). At that
time, all science students aimed at higher
studies in science subjects, and not
engineering.  I qualified for engineering,
which I discarded promptly. I had initially
enrolled for a Chemistry major, but did not
join.

When I was in Std VIII, I went on a
vaccation

vacation with my parents to Darjeeling,
where we happened to stay at the same
hotel with two other families. Both were
headed by two professors from the
Department of Geological Sciences,
Jadavpur University, and I learned
something about the subject from them.
What appealed to me especially was
fieldwork- chances to visit many remote
and beautiful places and study rocks,
minerals, and fossils to understand how
the Earth works. So I ditched Chemistry
for Geology.

There was another less important factor. A
senior student from my school went to
study Geology, and I heard some stories
from him too.  I knew very little, but I was
intrigued by the challenge. So my decision
wasn’t completely random, but chance
events did have a role to play.

Abhinav Thakur
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I chose to study at Jadavpur University. It
will not be out of place to mention here
that my excitement with Earth Sciences in
the initial period was due to two fortuitous
events - Plate Tectonics, which came up
in 1970 when I was a second-year
undergraduate and the Apollo mission to
the Moon in 1969 and results of a study of
the samples from the Moon. Both opened
up a new vista in Earth Sciences.

Now, who would seek to study this
subject? Basically, someone who is
intrigued by natural processes, physical,
chemical, and biological, viewed in totality
and wants to learn about them. Someone,
who cares for the environment or climate
change or disasters or even economic
growth of the nation, and wants to learn
about them. In short, anyone who wishes
to see a sustainable planet. In my opinion,
it is this 360 degree vision that makes
Earth Sciences  a challenging discipline.
In advanced stages of career, one may
wish to specialize in any one of the natural
processes (physical, chemical or
biological) of choice.

During the early days of your research
career, you spent considerable time
working for the Geological Survey of
India. What made you choose
academia over a well-reputed
government scientific agency?

I completed the work component of my
Ph.D. before joining the Geological
Survey of India (GSI). There was simply
no job opportunity in academia at that
time, and I could not wait long due to 
 family constraints.  So I appeared for
UPSC, got selected and joined GSI. I was
greatly benefited by the training and
unparalleled exposure I received there,
particularly learning about the geology of
practically every part of our  country. I,
however, nurtured my academic ambition
ambitions 

all through, and once I got an opportunity,
I joined Jadavpur University. The
switchover, which came with a significant
reduction in salary, was primarily driven by
two factors: my ardent desire to teach and
my wish to pursue a research career that
is decided by my choice only, not by any
bureaucracy. I strongly believe that these
reasons are common to all, who choose a
teaching-cum-research career. I never
considered a research position in different
national scientific laboratories because of
my inclination to teach, particularly to
undergraduate students.

To an uninitiated, how would you
explain your area of expertise and its
relevance to the world around us? 

Over the last 40 years, I have moved quite
a lot in terms of research interest - ,
working on several branches of Earth
Sciences, with the central theme of
application of chemical principles like
thermodynamics and kinetics,  in a solid
state system - the Earth. In these years I
have worked on concentration of copper
and manganese to form large natural
deposits, the geological configuration of
the Indian subcontinent through several
cycles of assembly and dispersion,
mountain building processes - particularly
the Himalayas, quantification of
ambitionnns

Taken in 1990 with one batch of students from Jadavpur University
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compositional change in sea-water over
the geological time-scale alongside many
other natural phenomena.  Results from
all these investigations are used to
understand the processes that shaped the
evolution of the Earth and our habitat not
only in deep time, but also in the recent
past and, therefore, are directly relevant to
the society at large. Past trends  can be
extended to the near future, hence these
results can be used to predict how the
economic resources will evolve and how
can we sustain these, how the Earth’s
climate system is controlled by the
movement of large landmass chunks
below the earth's surface - plate tectonics,
, how can we mitigate natural disasters
and others. These findings have
revolutionized concepts and phenomena
that control our future to a large extent.

You were one of the earliest faculty
who joined the newly formed IISER
Kolkata's Department of Earth
Sciences in 2007. Many alumni of the
first batch are now successfully
working in various academic and
industrial positions. How do you think
the institute has grown from the seed
that you had sown 13 years ago to the 

present? Where do you see the
department in say, next 10 years?

When I heard about the plan to establish
IISERs, I started to nurture a hope that
Earth Sciences will be included as one of
the major subjects. I was supported by
many senior scientists from other
branches, and in a meeting held in 2005,
it was decided to start experimenting with
an introductory course in Earth Sciences
at IISER Kolkata. So, after IISER Kolkata
was established in 2006, I moved over as
the first faculty in this discipline. For the
first two years, I just taught the
introductory course. Subsequently, we
started offering a major from 2009, as
other colleagues joined. But the
Department of Earth Sciences faced a
tough time as the other colleagues who
had joined eventually left and I remained
as the sole faculty member for about a
year and we managed with the help of a
few visiting faculty. I received full support
from the then Director to develop the
Department afresh. The present faculty
members joined subsequently. The first
batch of ES majors graduated in 2012,
and I feel very happy to see them well
established in life in their chosen fields.

Prof. Somnath Dasgupta With the students of the first batch of Earth Science Major in 2010
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From the beginning we had planned to
develop the department in a non-
traditional way to provide multidisciplinary
training interfacing with all other branches.
As you can see, faculty members in this
department come from a wide variety of
backgrounds. It is not for me to say how
far we have succeeded. Students
graduating over the last 8 years should be
the judge. We have now reached a
mature stage with the right combination of
traditional and non-traditional courses.
Since the number of students has
increased over time, we have to consider
various career options for them, not just in
research.

We need feedback from students and the
department would like some concrete
points from the outgoing batch. The only
suggestion that I have for the students is
that they should compete more seriously
in national level examinations, such as
NET or GATE. Even if you want to go
abroad to pursue higher studies, why
don’t you just appear to check where you
stand in the national level? Any success is
a morale booster. We have many
sophisticated instruments and I would like
to see ALL the students get properly
trained. This will be an important addition
to their resume as well.

With my departure, it is a youthful
Department, so I have great hopes. But I
have also seen the rise and fall of great
Departments / Institutions in the last 40
years, so I shall keep my fingers crossed,
but with the highest expectations. I shall
urge the Department to keep in constant
touch with alumni and seek their help and
suggestions for improvement.

While unravelling the mysteries of the
earth, you must have travelled a lot
around the world for  field
investigations. Can you share some
stories 

stories from your most memorable
expeditions?

This is the most difficult part because of
space constraints. I have done extensive
field studies in all the continents, other
than Antarctica. I got an opportunity to
visit Antarctica quite early in my career but
declined because at that particular stage I
could not afford a 6-month visit. I shall
mention about only three expeditions
under very different and unique settings-
ocean, mountain, and desert.

I was part of an Indian oceanographic
team in June-July 1985, when we
travelled from Goa to Mauritius and back.
It took us 48 days, but it was a huge
experience for me to learn the technique
of sampling deep sea rocks from a depth
of 5 km in the equatorial Indian ocean,
study them, and even analyze them on
board. From there, we also monitored the
progress of the monsoon, sent weather
balloons and analyzed the data acquired,
all while sailing through the mesmerizing
Indian ocean. Life on the ship was quite
memorable and it taught me about things I
did not know anything about. When a ship
crosses the equator, it stops there for a
day and all of us participated in a funny
ritual to please King Neptune- it was kind
of ragging. With the help of an echo
sounder equipment, we mapped the
ocean floor, and it was amazing to see the
suboceanic topography from the images.
One interesting, but frightening,
experience was that I was hit by a flying
fish from behind while working on the
deck.

The Himalayas always fascinated me not
only for its geological significance but also
for the majestic beauty. I have visited the
entire stretch from Ladakh to Arunachal
Pradesh, went up to an altitude of 6000
meters, spent months in alpine tents and 
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in army camps, mapped unknown
territories, looked at the contact between
the Indian and Eurasian plate and a part
of the Tethyan ocean floor that has been
thrust over the Eurasian plate and saw
how melting of glaciers produce the big
rivers. This is only a part of the list. Above
all, I enjoyed the magnificent scenery,
which only a geologist or a mountaineer
can see.

Lastly, the desert. I traveled across the
Kalahari Desert in 1993 over a distance of
2000 kilometers  and studied desert
landforms and the largest manganese
deposits of the world. Nights in the desert
are so beautiful and I have not seen so
many stars ever again. Unfortunately, we
did not have telescopes for closer
inspection. The experience of tolerating a
temperature difference of 44 degrees
Celsius between the day and the night
was quite difficult. But the limitless sandy
and gritty soil and the savannah with
practically no life form, other than
scorpions (we did not come across any of
the famous big cats, foxes or bears) and
the strong winds are all scary, but mind-
boggling at the same time.

 

Standing on the ship in the middle of the
Indian ocean or at the top of a peak in
Lahaul-Spiti or amidst the sandy soil of
the Kalahari and gazing at the starlit sky, I
always realized how insignificant I am !

You were awarded the Teachers Award
in 2014 by the Indian National Science
Academy. In your career as a professor
spanning over four decades, you have
taught generations of students in
classrooms, laboratories and the field.
What are the challenges in earth
science pedagogy, which involves an
interplay of these three places of
learning? Which, amongst these three,
is your favourite part?

My motivation in teaching has  always
been the queries and challenges posed by
the students and research scholars. All
the three aspects (classroom teaching,
laboratory training and field work) are
important and one compliments the other.
Field work is vital in any sub-discipline of
Earth Sciences, basically because it is a
Natural Science. These days students can
do lots of “virtual” fieldwork through the
internet, but this can never substitute
actual field observations. For 30 years I
have taken student batches to the field
and have seen (in addition to scientific
knowledge, which is the most important
one) how that positively affected the
development of their social skills. Even
those carrying out absolutely theoretical
research need questions supplied by
natural phenomena. Therefore, the role of
field work cannot be underplayed.

Laboratory investigations or training are
primarily aimed at solving questions that
nature poses. While students should be
trained in instrumentation, they should not
be  held captive there. Instruments are
there to solve your research questions
quantitatively, but your mind dictates what
should be the research question. I have
seen

At a glacier in Sikkim Himalaya at an altitude of 6100 metres
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select appropriate sites for dams,
power plants, alignments of roads and
tunnels, suggesting ways of
overcoming problems of stability and
natural hazards, go ‘unwept,
unhonoured and unsung’". What are
your views on this and do you think
that geologists are not celebrated as
much as they should be like other
sciences?

While completely agreeing to this view
(barring the last few words), I do not think
that as an Earth Scientist, we should have
an inferiority complex, and neither was I
ever discriminated against. Any sensible
person would accept the importance of
this discipline on their own right without
going into unnecessary comparison. It will
be hilarious, for example, to debate
whether finding water is more important
than discovering medicines or vice versa.
There is ample evidence that Earth
Scientists have been equally honoured as
others. True that we do not have a Nobel
Prize, like Mathematics. But nobody can
deny the societal relevance of Earth
Sciences and everybody acknowledges
our efforts to make this planet habitable
for generations to come. If the world
wishes to meet the United Nations
mandated Sustainable Development
Goals (SDG) by 2030, there is simply no
alternative.

seen many cases where scientists
became slaves to instruments, which is a
huge problem. One can take the route of
theoretical modelling or computation to
solve questions, avoiding analytical
instruments, but one has to define a
proper question first. Since nature offers
us many unsolved mysteries, study of
nature is the easiest way to formulate a
question.

As for classroom teaching, there is no
substitute.

It is extremely unfortunate that for the first
time in my career, I am compelled to take
the route of virtual teaching, due to the
ongoing pandemic. It does not have the
same excitement or sense of fulfilment.
By definition, Earth Sciences is
multidisciplinary as we travel from the
space to the core of the earth, via the
surface of the earth where we deal with
life forms, and we know that every
component of Earth System Science
interacts with each other. Therefore, we
need the right combination of field work
(where applicable), laboratory
investigations and theoretical analysis to
arrive at a conclusion.  Being a field
geologist, my favourite is clearly defined.
But I am aware that this is just one side of
the coin and I need other avenues to
solve questions.

Many renowned academicians have
written extensively about mainstream
scientists having poor opinions of
geologists as scientists and geology
as a 'real science'. For example, Indian
geologist KS Valdiya wrote in one of
his articles, "The geologists, who toil
hard for finding minerals for scientific
research and industrial development,
sources of water for multifarious
needs, make sustained efforts to make
India self-sufficient in energy and help
power plants,

This interview was conducted by Abhinav for
Cogito137- Abhinav is a final year BS-MS
student in the Department of Earth Sciences
at IISER Kolkata. He is currently working
on Precambrian volcanism in Eastern India
for his master's thesis with the Crustal
Evolution Group at IISER Kolkata. Outside
the lab, he is a mountaineering enthusiast
and enjoys doing guitar improvisations on
the blues scale.
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�ায় ১১০০০ বছর আেগ, আমােদর বত� মান ঘিন� স�ী কুকুেরর আিবভ� াব হেয়িছল, স�বত ধুসর
�নকেড়র �থেক। �সই �থেক এখনও, �ধানত খাদ� সং�েহর উে�েশ�ই আমােদর ধােরকােছ এেদর

আনােগানা। তেব মানুেষর উপর িনভ� রশীল হেলও এই দইু িভ� �জািতর মেধ� আবার আেছ �চ�র িমল।
আমােদর �যমন আেছ ঘরবািড়, �তমিন তােদর আেছ িনজ� এলাকা। আমােদর মেতা তােদরও আেছ
সংসার এবং �সই সংসার ধম� পালেনর দািয়�। আর তার সােথ আেছ �িতেবশীেদর সােথ িনত� দ�।

এই পােঠ� ত� েল ধরা হল এেদরই �রাজনামচার িকছ�  অংশ।

মানুেষর �াচীনতম �পােষ�র স�ে� কথা উঠেল
�থেমই মেন আেস যােদর, তারা হেলা আমােদর
অিত পিরিচত সারেময় মােন কুকুর। �সই
প�পা�েবর সােথ �েগ�র রা�ার স�ী হওয়া
�থেক আজেকর বািড়েত বািড়েত তােদর িনত�
উপি�িত। �ব�ািনকেদর মেত এই সহ-িববত� ন
(co-evolution) �� হেয়িছল আজ �থেক �ায়
১১০০০ বছর আেগ। মেন করা হয়, শারীিরক
পির�ম কের িশকার করার �থেক মানুেষর �ফেল
ছিড়েয় খাওয়া মাংেস ভাগ বসােনা সুিবধাজনক
হওয়ায় কুকুেরর আিদম জনক মানুেষর �গা��র
কােছ কােছ থাকা আর� কের। তারপর মানুষও
এই কুকুরেকই িনেয় �যেত �� করেলা িশকাের।
তােদর �াণশি� কােজ লািগেয় িশকার সুিবেধর
�য। �সই �থেক �� হয় এই দইু িভ� �জািতর
একসােথ পথ চলা। িক� এত বছেরর
সহাব�ােনর পেরও আমরা �ক কতটা জািন
এেদর স�েক� ? আধুিনককােল অ�িব�র
গেবষণা �� হেলও তা হয় �ায় স�ূণ�ই বািড়েত 

�পাষা িবেদিশ ি�ড এর উপের। অথচ �গাটা
পৃিথবীর �ায় ৭৫% কুকুর থােক (�ধানত
ভারতবষ�, �ািজল, তাইওয়ান, িফিলিপ� এর)
রা�ায়। তােদর আেছ িনজ� �গা��, �সখােন
থাকার িনয়মকানুন। আবার আেছ অন� �গা��র
সােথ িনত� ঝােমলাও। িক� সবিকছ�র মােঝও
তােদর আিদম িনভ� রতা মানুেষর উপর �থেক
কেমিন �তা বেটই, উপর� �বেড়েছ �বিক।
গেবষণায় �দখা �গেছ, কুকুেরর চাহিন আমােদর
মি�ে� এক� িবেশষ হরেমান - অি�েটািসন (যা
��েমর হরেমান নােমও পিরিচত), �রেণর জন�
দায়ী। �যেহত�  এখেনা কুকুেররা মানুেষর উপেরই
�ধানত িনভ� রশীল খাবােরর জন�, তাই এও হল
সহ িববত� েনরই আেরক �ভাব। তাই এক�
কুকুর যখন একটানা তািকেয় থােক আমােদর
িব�� ট এর িদেক (িব�ােনর ভাষায় এেক বেল
begging, তেব িব�� েটর �থেক তারা �বিশ পছ�
কের মাংস), আমােদর পে� একটা ট�কেরা না
িদেয় থাকা খুবই চােপর হেয় যায়। িক� তােদর 

অথঃ সারেময় কথা
অি�রা �সন��
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 এই �গা��র িদেক একট� নজর িদেলই �দখা যায়
তােদর জীবন�ও �মােটই সরলেরখার মেতা নয়,
বরং তােত বিল� িনয়েমর িজিলিপপঁ�াচই �বিশ।

কুকুর সাধারণত থােক �প বািনেয়, নারী, পু�ষ,
�া�বয়�, অ�া�বয়� সব িমেলিমেশ। বছের
সাধারণত দ�ু সমেয় বা�ােদর আিবভ� াব ঘেট,
নেভ�র-িডেস�র এ এবং অ� সংখ�ায় হেলও
�ফ�য়াির-মাচ�  মােস। আর পঁাচটা একা�বত�
পিরবােরর মেতা তােদরও সফল মানুষ, থুিড়
সফল কুকুর বানােত মা এর সােথ হাত লাগায়
মািসমা, িদিদমারাও। এমনিক মা এর আচমকা
মৃত� � হেল, তােদর দধুও খাওয়ায় দেলর অন�ান�
সদ� মােয়রা। আবার এক মােয়র বা�ার অন�
মােয়র �থেক দধু চ� িরর ঘটনাও আকছার �দখা
যায়। বা�া�সব এবং তারপর �ায় িতন স�াহ
মা থােক বা�ােদর সােথ, তােদর আগেল �রেখ।
িক� তারপর �স �ায়শই বাইের যায় খাবােরর
�খঁাজ এ। তাই সম� �সব�ান (den) থােক
মনুষ�বসিতর খুব কােছই (খাবার �খঁাজার
সুিবেধর জন�) িক� আবার �লাকচ�ুর
আড়ােলও (যােত মােয়র অনুপি�িতেত �কউ
বা�া িনেয় না চেল �যেত পাের)। �িতটা দেলরই
এক� �া�বয়� পু�ষ মােঝ মােঝই আেস এবং
�চক কের যায় মা আর বা�ারা �ক আেছ িকনা
�ডন এ। �ক এই পু�ষ�, �স িক আসেল এই
বা�ােদরই বাবা (কারণ �ম�ং িসজন এ
কুকুেররা �ায়সই িনেজর �টিরেটাির/এলাকার
বাইের যায় অন� �েপর কুকুরেদর সােথ �ম�ং
করেত), বাবা না হেল তার সােথ বা�ােদর আর
মােয়র িক স�ক�  তা জানার জন� আেরা
গেবষণার �েয়াজন।

জে�র পর �থেক ৬ মাস বয়স অি� এেদর বলা
হয় বা�া (pup), ৬ মাস �থেক এক বছর হেল
বেল জেুভনাইল (juvenile) আর এক বছেরর
উেধ�, �া�বয়� (adult)। �া�বয়�রা �বিশরভাগ
িনেজেদর কােজই ব�� থােক �যমন - িনেজেদর
পির�ার রাখা, মািছ তাড়ােনা, খাবােরর জন�
beg করা, অন� কুকুরেদর উপর নজর রাখা এবং
ল�াদ খাওয়া। তারা দেলর অন� সদস�েদর সােথ
সরাসির �মেশও কম। অেনক ��ে�ই �দখা যায়
�া�বয়�রা এক জায়গায় জেড়া হেয় �েয় বা
বেস থােক। িক� জেুভনাইলরা আবার �খলাধুেলা
কের �বিশ, তারা কম �ধয��শীল আর �বিশ
ছটফেট। এমনিক মােঝ মােঝ তারাই িগেয় 

 ঝগড়া লাগায় পা��বত� দেলর সােথ। �িতটা
কুকুেরর দেলরই একটা িনিদ� � এলাকা আেছ
যােক বেল �টিরেটাির (territory)। এই এলাকা
দখল এবং র�েণর জন� দইু দেলর মেধ�
�গা���� �ক না �দেখেছ! আমরা িবর�ও হই
বেট। িক� কুকুেররা অন� দেলর সদস�েদর �িত
এই আ�াসননীিত িনেলও িনেজেদর দেলর
�লােকেদর সােথ খুব কমই িল� হয় ঝগড়ায়।
গত একবছর আমার কাজই িছল আইসার
কলকাতা ক�া�ােসর কাছাকািছ এরকম ৭ টা
�পেক দরূ �থেক �দখা (observation) আর
তােদর আচার আচরণ �নাট করা (তেব এনােদর
�ছঁায়া বা খাওয়ােনা �নব �নব চ। নাহেল আমার
�পছেনই সারািদন খাবােরর �খঁােজ ঘুরেবন
এঁরা)। এেক বেল �ডটা কােলকশন (data
collection)। আমার একবছের তথ� সং�েহর
পেরও আিম খুব কমই �ত�� কেরিছ দেলর
সদস�েদর মেধ�ই সংঘাত। বরং তারা খাবােরর
�খঁােজ �বেরায় একসােথ (foraging), অন�দেলর
সােথ ঝােমলাও কের �গা��ব� হেয়। িক� তারা
�প �ম�ারেদর �িত �বিশ �দখায় ভােলাবাসা
যত না কের ঝগড়া। এমনই ফেরিজং এর একটা
�রামহষ�ক গ� আেছ আমার ঝুিলেত।

�রাজকার মেতা �সই �জ�ে�র দপুুেরও �বিড়েয়িছ
�ডটা কােলকশন এ হিরণঘাটা �ডয়ািরর কােছ।
কুকুেরর দলটা �সিদন ফেরিজং করেত �গল
সুরিভ বাংেলার িদেক। ওিদেকর �পটা আবার
িছল না। ফেল �তনারা মেনর সুেখ জলেকলী
করেলন �কােনা বাধা না �পেয়। মাঝখােন অন�
দেলর একটা কুকুরেক একা �পেয় খািনকটা
ডিমেন�ও ঠুেক িদল সবাই িমেল। তারপর �সই
কুকুর যখন তার পুেরা দলবল িনেয় হািজর হেলা
তখন সবাই �দ চ�ট। একািকনী বয়� সদস�া
িযিন সবেথেক �বিশ dominance
�দিখেয়িছেলন, �সই FO (কােজর সুিবধােথ�
আমরা �িত� কুকুরেক এরকম �কাড নাম িদেয়
থািক), ঢ�কেলন ধানেখেত। এিদেক আমার ি�-
�ম�ং িসজেনর (pre-mating season) এর
�ডটা জেুড় �ধুই  অসি�য় িবেহিভয়ার (inactive
behaviour)। �দখা �গেছ কুকুেররা সাধারণত
৭০% সময়ই এমন অসি�য় থােক (অসি�য়
মােন িক� িনি�য় নয়। কারণ এই অসি�য়
িবেহিভয়ার এর মেধ�ও িক� অেনক িবেহিভয়ার
আেছ, �যমন : এিদক ওিদক তাকােনা, মািছ 
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তাড়ােনা, ��সু� �মের বেস থাকা)। কুকুর�েলা
হয় ল�াদ খায়, নয়েতা ঘুেমায়। আিম �দখলাম
আজ �মা�ম সুেযাগ। আজ FO এর �পছেন
ঘুের পুেরা �হাম �র� (home range, �যখােন
কুকুর বাস কের না িক� খাবার খুঁজেত অথবা
ঘুরেত �বেরায়) �দেখ আসেবা। �তা আিমও
ঢ�কলাম কনিফেড� িনেয়। িক� কুকুর �তা
আে� হঁােট না, �স �তা চেল লািফেয় লািফেয়
(trot)। খািনক দেূর িগেয় �দিখ খঁা খঁা। �কাথায়
আর FO! এিদেক আিম ��েতর মেধ�
�গালকধঁাধায় পেড়। কঁােদা কঁােদা মুেখ এিদক
ওিদক চাইেতই �দখলাম FO ��েতর মােঝ পােয়
চলা রা�ায় দঁািড়েয় আমায় �দখেছ। আনে�
�চােখ জল এেস �গেলা। আিম তার িপছ�  �নওয়ার
সােথ সােথ �সও হঁাটেত �� করেলা (মেন
রাখেবন এ হল লািফেয় হঁাটা, তার উপর আবার
রা�ায় কাদা)। আবার �গল হািরেয়। আিম �তা
�বজায় ভয় �পেয় িশ�াম চ�ি�মশােয়র নাম
জপ কের চেলিছ, ''আবার �ছেড় চেল �গল
নািক? যিদ আজ পথ না �চনায় �তা আমার িক
হেব?'' খািনক �হঁেট আবার �দিখ বঁােকর মুেখ
দঁািড়েয় FO তািকেয় আেছ আমার িদেক। 

এই ভােব পুেরা ��ত চ�র �মের �পৗ�ছলাম একট�
ফঁাকা জায়গায়। �সখােন আবার মাছ চাষ হয়,
দিুদেক পুকুর কাটা আর তার মােঝর স� রা�া।
FO �হঁেট িকছ�  দরূ যায় আর আমার িদেক
তাকায়। রা�ার ধাের মােঝ মােঝ একটা দেুটা
কু�র, চাষীভাইেদর ঘুেমােনার জায়গা। �সসবও
আজেক ফঁাকা। আিম সঁাতারও জািন না। পড়েল
এই যা�ায় �কউ র�া করার থাকেব না। িক�
FO র কল�ােণ �পৗ�ছলাম �চনা জায়গায়। �গাটা
রা�া �স একট� কের লািফেয় �গল, তারপর
আমার জন� অেপ�া করেলা। �শষেমষ যখন
�দখেত �পলাম M. N. Saha এর �চনা রা�া,

উ�ােস তাড়াতািড় হঁাটেত িগেয় �খলাম রাম
�হঁাচট। রা�ার মােঝ িবনা কারেণ একটা দিড়
বঁাধা, এিদক ওিদেক খা�া লািগেয়। FO তখেনা
আমার িদেক তািকেয়। তিরঘিড় িগেয় �দিখ
আবার আেলর রা�া আর বড় রা�ার মাঝ িদেয়
চেলেছ স� জেলর ধারা। মাঝখােন একটা পাথর
বসােনা। একলােফ আমার পে� নালা পার করা
স�ব নয় (FO তেতা�েন লািফেয় ওপাের)।
এিদেক জািনও না জল কতটা গভীর। FO
আবার িনেজর দেলর অন� সদস�েদর �পেয়
কােজ (প�ন sniffing the road) ব�� হেয়
পেড়েছ। কাদায় িপছেল িপিসমার ম� - মা কািল,
জয় বজরংবিল, জয় িব�ুমাতা (এক বছর
আেগকার ঘটনা িকনা, আজেকর হেল িনঘ�াত
'জয় �ীরাম' বলতাম, পা�া) আওড়ােত
আওড়ােত পাথের পা �রেখ পার করা �গল নালা
অবেশেষ। ওপাের িগেয় �দিখ 'FO' আর পা�া
�দয় না। �স িনেজর মেতা দলবল িনেয় রা�া
�ঁকেত �ঁকেত আর এিদক ওিদক �দখেত
�দখেত �হঁেট �ডরায় �ফরত �গল। আিমও
কাগেজ �ডটা ত�লেত ত�লেত �গলাম ওেদর
�পছেন। এক বছেরর �ডটা সং�েহর �শেষ
�দখলাম, কুকুেররা যখন ফেরিজং করেত
�বেরায়, তখন িকছ�  দরূ এেগােনার পর িফের
�দেখ তােদর সাথীরা আসেছ িকনা �পছেন। তাই
ওইিদন খুব উ�িসত হেলও পের �বাঝা �গেলা,
আিম ��শাল িছলাম না। বরং, আমােক হয়ত
ওরা ওেদর দেলর স�ীই �ভেবিছল।

িক� সবসময় মানুেষর সােথ এেদর স�ক�  এত
মধুর হয় না। �ব�ািনক তথ� বেল ৬৩%
কুকুরশাবক মারা যায় মানুেষর হােত, �া�বয়�
হওয়ার আেগই। তাই ওরা ভয়ও পায় মানুষেক।
এছাড়া দমুদাম ইটপাটেকল �ছঁাড়া, লা�র বািড়
এমনিক �লেজ কািলপটকা �বঁেধ �দওয়ার 

ছিব ১ : লাল রেঙর লাইন� হল স�ূণ� পথ ছিব ২: পথ�দশ�ক FO
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ঘটনাও িকছ�  িবরল নয়। �দখা �গেছ মানুষ খাবার
খাওয়ােলও কুকুর �সই মানুষেকই �বিশ ভরসা
কের �য তােক আদর কের (petting)। কারণ
খাবােরর সােথ সােথ তােক মােঝ মােঝ মারও
�খেত হয়। িক� �য তার গােয় হাত �বালায়, তার
মারার স�াবনা কম। আবার অেনক ��ে� কুকুর
ভেয় বা পাগল হেয় �গেল (এ� এক� ভাইরােসই
জন� হয় যার নাম rabis) মানুষেক কামেড়ও
�দয়। তেব এই অ�ত�ািশত সংঘাত মানুষ আর
সারেমেয়র মেধ� কমােত �গেল �েয়াজন আেরা
�বিশ গেবষণার। আইসার কলকাতােতই ড�র 

অিনি�তা ভ� িবগত ১১ বছর ধের কাজ
করেছন রা�ার �নিড় কুকুর এবং তােদর �প
িনেয়। িক� আমােদর দরকার আেরাও অেনক
প�পাতশূন� উব�র মি�ে�র, যারা খািনক সময়
িনেয় আমােদর এই িনকট �িতেবশীর
জীবনৈশলী উ��� করেব। তেবই আমােদর এই
দইু িভ� �জািতর সহাব�ান হেয় উঠেব অযািচত
সংঘাতহীন এবং ��মপূণ�।

Summary
Dogs were the first animals to be
domesticated, when nomadic tribes started
adopting wolf pups, about 11,000 years
ago, and the process of domestication
eventually gave rise to dogs. From the ages
of hunter-gatherers to today's civilization,
these two species walked a long road side
by side, and have been known to share a
bond of friendship. But still, how much do
we understand them? Not much.
In this piece, the writer has shared her
fieldwork, experience as a behavioural
biologist studying dogs. The piece is also a
vivid scientific description of their behavior.
The writer unraveled many unknown facts
about dogs, ‘rules’ in ‘their’ society,
‘understanding’ among individuals, ‘duties’
of the leaders, ‘parenthood’ of the elders
and different questions that we tend to miss
out in plain sight. This has made this article
by Anjra Sengupta, a recent graduate from
IISER Kolkata, a perfect combination of
nutrition and taste.

অি�রা �সন�� এই বছর জলুাই মােস
আইসার কলকাতা �থেক িবএস-্এম্এস্ পাস
কের আপাতত িপএইচিডর স�ােন ব��। িবগত
এক বছর �স কাজ কেরেছ �নিড় কুকুেরর
সংসার ধেম�র রহস� উে�াচেন। আর িনেজর
সংসার ধেম�র দািয়� পালেনর অবসের তােক
কু�শ বুনেত �দখা যায় আজকাল।
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